
 

 
 
Lesson Plan: Art in Nazi Germany - Protest, Expression and Reflection 
 
GUIDING FOCUS: The Nazi Party sought to control all realms of society, including arts and 
culture. This lesson seeks to understand why and how art was policed in Nazi Germany, but 
most importantly, how artists responded to Nazi ideals and oppression through their work. 
 
LESSON GOALS: Critical thinking about history and art, forms of protest and expression, 
empathy building, agency and advocacy 
 
AGE: This lesson is best for grade levels 9-12. A glossary can be found at the end of the lesson. 
Teachers adapting this lesson plan to younger grades are welcome to contact Sophie Don at 
the Philadelphia Holocaust Remembrance Foundation at sdon@philaholocaustmemorial.org.  
 
Lesson Components: 
 
PART 1 

1. Warm Up (10 mins) 
2. Historical Context: Nazism and Degenerate Art 

a. History (20 mins) 
b. Classroom Activity: Juxtaposing Artworks (20 mins) 
c. Homework (30 mins) 

PART 2 
3. Warm Up and Review (10 mins) 
4. Art as a Form of Protest (15 mins) 
5. Post-War Art: Exploring Holocaust Memorials (20 mins) 

a. Homework (30 mins - 1 hr) 
6. Additional Learning  
7. Glossary 

 
 

 
LESSON PART 1 
 

1. Warm Up (10 mins) 
 
Organize students in pairs or small groups to review the varying definitions of the word 
“degenerate.”  
 

● Having lost the physical, mental, or moral qualities considered normal and desirable. 
● Behavior that negatively differs from what is acceptable or considered normal. 
● To become worse in quality; to deteriorate. 

 

mailto:sdon@philaholocaustmemorial.org
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Students should consider the following questions: 
● What do these definitions have in common?  
● What does it mean to call something or someone degenerate?  
● With the above in mind, what do you think “degenerate art” means?  

 
Teachers can have students share if they would like with the class. 

 
2. Historical Context: Nazism and Degenerate Art  

 
a. History (20 mins) 

 
Read the full context together or independently. 
 
The First Regulation of the Reichskulturkammer (Reich Chamber of Culture), November 
1, 1933 was "To promote German culture as responsible to the people and the Reich, to 
regulate the social and economic relations of the different groups in the cultural 
professions and to coordinate their aims." 
 
When Adolf Hitler and the Nazi Party assumed control of Germany in 1933, Nazi leaders began 
a campaign to align German politics, society, and culture with Nazi goals. These early efforts to 
bring everything under Nazi control (known as Gleichschaltung) infamously marked the 
beginning of the Third Reich and the persecution of those who were deemed enemies of 
Germany - including Jews, Communists, political opponents, etc. The cultural realm was not 
excluded from strict Nazi regulation and the Reich Chamber of Culture was created in 
September 1933 to enforce these strict artistic protocols.  
 
The Reich Chamber of Culture was linked to the Ministry for Public Enlightenment and 
Propaganda headed by Joseph Goebbels and was divided into seven sub chambers - literature, 
music, films, theater, radio, fine arts, and press. Together these chambers supervised, regulated 
and oversaw the production of all German culture. The Nazis believed that art played a critical 
role in defining society’s values, as well as influencing a nation’s development. For this reason, 
they sought to identify and eliminate “dangerous” artists and artworks as they defined what “truly 
German” art looked like.  
 
In the early 20th century, radical new art flourished in more liberal atmosphere of Germany’s 
Weimar Republic (1918-1933). In response, the term degenerate art (Entartete Kunst) was 
developed in the 1920s by the Nazi Party to describe art that did not support the ideals of 
Nazism. Works of modern and expressionist art which embraced avant-garde styles and sought 
to express emotion in abstract ways, was banned and suppressed by the Nazi Party. The Nazis 
claimed that the ambiguity of modern art contained Jewish and Communist influences that could 
“endanger public security and order.” They also claimed that only criminal minds could be 
capable of creating such “harmful” art. This art was therefore called “degenerate” as the term 
suggests that the artists’ mental, physical, and moral qualities must be declining. In Mein Kampf, 
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Hitler refers to modern art such as Dada and cubism as, “the sick production of crazy people” 
and further states, “pity the people who are no longer able to control this sickness.”  

 
Great Exhibition of German Art 
Catalogue Cover, 1937 (Left) and 
Entartete Kunst (Degenerate Art) 
Exhibition Catalogue Cover, 1937 (Right). 
United States Holocaust Memorial 
Museum. 
 

While “degenerate art” was 
identified and attacked, the Nazi 
Party also defined what they 
regarded as true German art. Nazi 
art glorified the German landscape, 
the “Aryan race,” and war.  
 
By cleansing the arts in Nazi 
Germany, more than 20,000 

artworks were confiscated from museums. 740 of these works of art were exhibited in 1937 in 
the infamous Degenerate Art Exhibition in order to “educate” the public on the “art of decay.” 
The exhibition traveled from Berlin to 12 other cities between 1937 and 1941 and attracted more 
than 3 million visitors. The exhibition carefully arranged the “degenerate” art alongside drawings 
done by people described as “insane” or “deranged” and photographs of people who were 
physically deformed. In contrast, the Nazis also created the Great German Art Exhibition to 
show art approved by the Nazis. Much of this art featured idyllic landscapes and happy blonde 
“Aryan peasants.” This exhibition saw an average of 3,200 visitors per day and attracted 
400,000 visitors over its four-month run. Similar to the Degenerate Art Exhibition in 1938, the 
Nazis also arranged a similar exhibition showing Entartete Musik - “degenerate music.” It 
targeted popular music, including jazz and swing, as well as works by Jewish composers. 
 
As the attack on “Degenerate Art” continued, Nazi sympathizing students organized book 
burnings, artists and musicians were dismissed from teaching positions, thousands of artworks 
were stolen and destroyed, and artists themselves were persecuted. Making “degenerate art” 
illegal was one of the many forms in which Nazis were able to legally persecute those that they 
deemed to be inferior. 
 
In addition to having their work seized and destroyed, “degenerate artists” could not exhibit their 
work, and were deprived of the right to create art. Many artists left Nazi Germany, as they were 
unable to work. Some artists continued to produce their work abroad as a form of protest and 
expression, while others remained in Germany and found solace in art as expression while they 
faced persecution. Abroad, artists such as Pablo Picasso produced famous works of art like 
Guernica that were clearly protesting against Nazi Germany and its violence. 
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As a class, watch primary source footage of the Degenerate Art Exhibition, provided by 
the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum (2 minutes). 
 
Critical Questions 

 
1. What does the term “degenerate” mean in this context? 

a. Understanding that the Nazi’s definition of degenerate art was not limited to the 
appearance or content of artworks, but also to the religion, ethnicity and political 
beliefs of the artists, what do you believe was the Nazi’s true goal in calling art 
“degenerate” and persecuting artists that create this work? 

2. According to the Nazis, “degenerate art” was dangerous. Why do you think the Nazis 
focused so much on art? Is art ever dangerous? 

3. The Degenerate Art Exhibition attracted about 3 million visitors, while the Great German 
art exhibition attracted much less attention. Why do you think more Germans would 
attend the Degenerate Art Exhibition versus the Great German Art Exhibition? Do you 
think that everyone who attended agreed with the Nazis’ opinion of the art that was 
displayed? 
 
b.  Classroom Activity: Juxtaposing Art (20 mins) 

 
Break your class into four groups. For each group, assign one pair of visual arts images 
provided below. Each pair consists of pieces from the two art exhibitions presented by the Nazis 
- the “Great German Art Exhibition,” showcasing Nazi-approved artwork, and “Degenerate Art.” 
Note that the fourth pair displays nudity. You may choose to omit this pair and only 
break your class into three groups. 
 
For this activity, have students think about the following set of questions. (10min)  
Direct students to look at the captions for some context: 

● When and where is this from? 
● Who is the artist? 
● Identify the artistic style and refer to the glossary for definitions. 

 
Then students should discuss these more challenging questions: 

● Describe what you see. 
● What idea or message is being portrayed? 
● How are the two images similar and/or different? 
● Why would one be Nazi-approved and the other degenerate? 

 
The purpose of this activity is to help students identify the qualities/characteristics of what the 
Nazis considered as degenerate art versus Nazi-approved art. Each group will review their 
assigned pair using the questions above as a guide.  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6W9jW2uBMAs
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After looking at the images, students should come together as a class to report each group’s 
findings. Students should organize the observations and analysis shared in the Venn diagram 
provided below.  (10min) 
 
The following pages include four image pairs to assign for the activity, as well as a Venn 
diagram to distribute to students. 
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Nazi-approved 
Art 

 

“Degenerate” Art 

Both 
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Pair #1 
 
Otto Dix. War Cripples 
(Kriegskrüppel). 1920. 
MoMa Art Collection. 
Little is known of the 
painting’s original color 
palette, for it 
disappeared shortly 
after its appearance in 
the Degenerate Art 
Exhibition in 1937. Otto 
Dix was a German 
painter and printmaker, 
noted for his harshly 
realistic paintings of 
German society during 
the Weimar Republic 

and the brutality of war. He is considered as one of the most important artists of the Neue 
Sachlichkeit (New Objectivity), a German art movement that rejected romantic styles. 

 
Elk Eber. This Was the 
SA. 1938. Spartacus 
Educational. Elk Eber 
was a German artist, a 
member of the Nazi Party 
and an officer of the SA. 
The SA, abbreviation for 
Sturmabteilung was the 
largest Nazi paramilitary 
branch, formed in 1919 to 
protect early party 
meetings and wage street 
battles with political 
opponents. Eber often 
painted the SA and other 
Nazi paramilitary 
branches to glorify 

soldiers, police forces, and war. This painting and others by Eber were showcased at the Great 
German Art Exhibition of 1937 and 1938. Hitler was so impressed with this painting, that he 
purchased it for 12,000 RM (equivalent to approximately 84,000 USD today). Over the next few 
years a total of 16 of his oil paintings were shown at the annual Great German Art Exhibition.  
 
 

https://www.moma.org/collection/works/69799
https://spartacus-educational.com/German_Art_Exhibition.htm
https://spartacus-educational.com/German_Art_Exhibition.htm
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Pair #2 
 

Julius Paul 
Junghanns. 
Hard Work 
(Zwaar 
Werk). 1894-
1930. 
Netherlands 
Institute for 
Art History. 
Julius Paul 
Junghanns 
enjoyed the 
trust and 
appreciation 
of the Nazi 
regime due to 

his traditional painting style and he regularly took part in prominent German art exhibitions. Six 
of his pictures alone, including Hard Work, were shown at the first Great German Art Exhibition 
in 1937.  

 
 
Ernst Ludwig Kirchner. Street, Berlin. 
1913. MoMa Art Collection. Ernst Ludwig 
Kirchner was a German expressionist 
painter. Kirchner painted several different 
street scenes that illustrated the chaos of 
city life and the relationship between men 
and women. Street, Berlin depicts escorts 
and sex workers in the streets of Berlin. 
Many of Kirchner's collectors were Jewish 
and persecuted by the Nazis for that 
reason. They either sold off their collections 
in order to flee the Nazis or had their 
collections seized. His work was branded 
as "degenerate" by the Nazis in 1933, and 
in 1937 more than 600 of his works were 
sold or destroyed. 
 
 
 
 
 

https://rkd.nl/en/explore/images/222206
https://rkd.nl/en/explore/images/222206
https://rkd.nl/en/explore/images/222206
https://www.moma.org/collection/works/79354
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Pair #3 
 
Adolf Wissell. Young Farmers. 
1937. Spartacus Educational. 
Adolf Wissel was a German painter 
and one of the official artists of 
Nazism. He was known for painting 
in the genre of Nazi folk art, which 
shows the simple and natural life of 
a farming family. These paintings 
were part of the Nazis’ “blood and 
soil” campaign, designed to 
associate the ideas of health, family 
and motherhood with the country. 
The slogan “blood and soil” 
expresses the Nazi ideal of a 
“racially” defined national body 
(blood) united with a settlement area 

(soil). It is tied to the German concept of Lebensraum, the belief that German people were 
destined to expand into Eastern Europe, conquering and displacing native populations to make 
room for the Aryan race. Wissel painted many pictures such as this one and they were featured 
in the Great German Art Exhibition. 

 
 
Hans Feibusch. 1939. 1939. Tate Art Collection. 
Hans Feibusch was a German painter and sculptor of 
Jewish heritage. Feibusch was well-known and 
celebrated prior to the rise of Nazi Germany, having 
been awarded the German Grand State Prize for 
Painters by the Prussian Academy of Arts in Berlin, 
but with the rise to power of the Nazis in 1933 his 
identity as a Jewish artist meant his work was 
outlawed. Later that year, he emigrated to England 
and became a British citizen in 1938. In Germany, his 
work would go one to be included in the 1937 
“Degenerate Art” exhibition. Feibusch became known 
most widely in England as a church muralist and 
figure sculptor. 1939 bears some of the same 
techniques and styles of his mural painting, which 
dramatically captures profound emotions. This 
painting marked a shift from Feibusch’s German 
years, when he had previously used brighter and 
bold colors. 
 

https://spartacus-educational.com/German_Art_Exhibition.htm
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/feibusch-1939-t07193
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Pair #4: Optional, as it contains nudity 
 

 
Arno Breker. The Party (Die Partie). 1936. Khan 
Academy. Breker was a German architect and 
sculptor best known for his public works in Nazi 
Germany, where they were endorsed by authorities 
as the opposite of degenerate art. One of his better 
known statues is Die Partei, representing the spirit 
of the Nazi Party. The Great Exhibition of German 
Art showed art with large sculptures of tall and 
muscular bodies and paintings of heroic soldiers by 
artists such as Josef Thorak and Arno Breker. 
Prominent position was given to Breker’s Decathlete 
(Zehnkämpfer) and Victory (Siegerin), both made in 
1936, showing two bronze figures over three meters 
high and perfectly proportioned bodies. 
 
 
 
 

 
Gerhard Marcks. Maja. 1942. Association for 
Public Art. Gerhard Marcks was a prominent 
German artist and sculptor who helped revive the 
art of sculpture in the early 20th century. Marcks 
held teaching positions at prestigious art schools 
such as, The Bauhaus (1919-25) and the Halle 
School of Arts and Crafts (1925-33). In 1933, the 
Nazis labeled Marcks a “degenerate artist” after he 
tried to protect a Jewish student from persecution. 
Furthermore, his work was deemed degenerate 
because Nazis considered it to be too expressive 
and disproportionate. Marcks was fired from his 
teaching posts,  prohibited from exhibiting his art, 
and threatened with being forbidden to work. 
Several of his sculptures were included in the 
“Degenerate Art” exhibition of 1937 and destroyed 
soon after. Despite such persecution, Marcks 
continued to live in Germany throughout WWII. In 
1943, his studio in Berlin was bombed during an 
air raid, and many of his works were destroyed, but 

Maja miraculously survived. Today, Gerhard Marcks’ bronze Maja statue can be found on 
Philadelphia’s Benjamin Franklin Parkway at 22nd Street. 

https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/art-1010/german-art-between-the-wars/xdc974a79:nazi-fascist-visual-culture/a/art-in-nazi-germany
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/art-1010/german-art-between-the-wars/xdc974a79:nazi-fascist-visual-culture/a/art-in-nazi-germany
https://www.associationforpublicart.org/project/gerhard-marcks-maja/#about
https://www.associationforpublicart.org/project/gerhard-marcks-maja/#about
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c.  Homework (30 mins) 

 
This is an opportunity to apply this activity with other forms of art such as film. Note that this 
homework assignment requires basic online research. Assign your students the following: 
 
Watch these short clips: 

● The 1940 American film, The Great Dictator (3:36 mins) 
● The 1935 Nazi propaganda film, Triumph of the Will (4:53 mins) 

 
Now that you have watched the clips, answer the following questions by doing basic online 
research. 

● When and where is this from? 
● Who directed this? Who was involved in this film? 
● How were these films received in Nazi Germany? 

 
Now consider these more challenging questions: 

● What is happening? What idea or message do you think is being portrayed? 
● How are these two pieces of film similar and/or different? 
● Why would one be Nazi-approved and the other in protest of the Nazi regime? 

 
 

 
 
 
LESSON PART 2 
 

3. Warm Up and Review (10 mins) 
 
Have students share their observations from the homework assignment. They should discuss 
the following questions:  

● What made a work of art Nazi-approved? 
● What made a work of art degenerate? 
● How did The Great Dictator (1940) protest the Nazi regime? 

 
4. Art as a Form of Protest and Expression (15 mins) 

 
Read the full context together or independently. As you read, think about the following 
set of questions. 
 

● When and where is this painting from? 
● Who is the artist? 
● What is being shown? 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J7GY1Xg6X20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_6uVrO5d6KU
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Protest Art Abroad 
 

 
 

Museo Reina Sofia. Guernica is a large 1937 painting by 
Spanish artist Pablo Picasso. It is one of his best-known works, regarded by many art critics as 
the most moving and powerful anti-war painting in history. Picasso painted Guernica at his 
home in Paris in response to the 26 April 1937, bombing of Guernica, a Basque Country town in 
northern Spain. The town was bombed by Nazi Germany and Fascist Italy at the request of the 
Spanish Nationalists. The bombing of Guernica is considered to be the first known 
demonstration of the Nazi military and their infamous blitzkrieg military strategy. 
 
Protest Art by Exiled Germans 
 

 
 

Max Ernst Paintings. Max Ernst was a German 
painter, sculptor, graphic artist, and poet, who lived in the United States in exile after fleeing 
from Nazi Germany. Europe After the Rain II remains his most notable masterpiece, in which he 
paints an apocolyptic scene of the destructive aftermath of total war. 

https://www.museoreinasofia.es/en/collection/artwork/guernica
https://www.max-ernst.com/europe-after-rain.jsp
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After reading, as a class share the following:  
● When and where is this painting from? 
● Who is the artist? 
● What is being shown? 

 
Then the class should discuss these more challenging questions: 

● What idea or message do you think is being portrayed? 
● How is this image protesting the Nazi regime? 

 
 

5. Post-War Art: Exploring Holocaust Memorials (20 mins) 
 
Show students pictures of memorials and monuments to give students an idea of how the 
Holocaust has been memorialized years later. Below are several examples of Holocaust 
memorials to choose from.  
 

● Horwitz-Wasserman Memorial Plaza, Philadelphia, USA 
● Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Europe, Berlin, Germany 
● Shoes on the Danube Bank, Budapest, Hungary 

 
After reviewing these images, discuss the critical questions below as a class. 
 
Critical Questions 
 

1. How do these memorials and monuments make you feel? Sad? Thoughtful? Why? 
2.  
3. Using your critical thinking skills, how do you think you will approach seeing memorials 

in your neighborhood or when you visit new places? 
 
Have students think about a piece of history that still affects society today and/or a cause that 
they care about. Examples include but are not limited to: 

● Anti-Black Racism such as, the Martin Luther King, Jr. Memorial in Washington DC 
● Gender Equality such as, the Charging Bull and the Fearless Girl in New York, NY 
● War Remembrance such as, the Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington DC 

 
Tell students that they are going to be designing their own memorial as a homework 
assignment. In preparation, as a class together, consider the following questions: 

● What is the purpose of a memorial or monument? 
● What challenges might come up in making a monument or memorial? (political, design, 

maintenance, space etc.) 
● What is the role of art in forming a community? How does art play a role in fueling public 

discourse about important social matters?  
 

a. Homework (30 mins - 1 hr) 

https://www.philaholocaustmemorial.org/visit/
https://www.visitberlin.de/en/memorial-murdered-jews-europe
https://www.atlasobscura.com/places/shoes-on-the-danube-promenade
https://www.nps.gov/mlkm/index.htm
https://www.nps.gov/mlkm/index.htm
https://real-leaders.com/fearless-girl-confronts-bull-then-moves-to-wall-street/
https://real-leaders.com/fearless-girl-confronts-bull-then-moves-to-wall-street/
https://www.nps.gov/vive/index.htm
https://www.nps.gov/vive/index.htm
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As a homework assignment students can design their own memorial or monument.  
 
Make sure students remember the following key takeaways: 

● A memorial or monument is something built to honor or remember a person or event.  
● It might be a building, a statue, a pillar, a wall, a sculpture, an entire public space or a 

park that includes multiple structures. 
● Memorials and monuments are considered to be commemorative art, and because it is 

art, they are not limited by design.  
 
Students should feel free to create a memorial or monument according to their taste and 
creative expression. Some materials that can be used to create your memorial or monument 
include: 

● Sketch pad and pencil 
● A piece of construction paper or cardboard 
● Recyclable household items (cereal boxes, cans, water bottles, etc.) 
● Markers, stickers, ribbons and other craft supplies 
● Clay and paint 

 
Use the following questions to help guide the creation of your own memorial or monument. 
Please also answer these questions in writing. 

● What historical event, figure or cause do you wish to commemorate? 
● What is the location?  
● Who is your primary audience and how do you want the audience to feel when they see 

it or are in it? 
● What are your educational goals for this memorial? What do you hope for visitors to 

learn? 
● How will the memorial communicate your ideas? What specific materials, forms, 

imagery, or words will it include? 
 

6. Additional Learning 
 

The Philadelphia Holocaust Remembrance Foundation’s recommended additional lesson plans 
that would pair well with this one. 

- Teaching Media Literacy: Understanding Past and Present-Day Propaganda 
- Memorials: Then and Now 

 
The Great German Art Exhibition and the Degenerate Art Exhibition Primary Sources: 

- The Museum of Modern Art 
- Spartacus Educational 
- USHMM Catalog for the Great German Art Exhibition, 1938 
- Victoria and Albert Museum 
- The Guggenheim 

 

https://www.philaholocaustmemorial.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Propaganda-Media-Literacy-Lesson-Plan.pdf
https://www.philaholocaustmemorial.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Memorials-Lesson.pdf
https://www.moma.org/calendar/exhibitions/3868
https://spartacus-educational.com/GERart.htm
https://perspectives.ushmm.org/item/catalog-for-the-great-german-art-exhibition-1938
https://www.vam.ac.uk/articles/entartete-kunst-the-nazis-inventory-of-degenerate-art
https://www.guggenheim.org/blogs/findings/entartete-kunste-exhibition-catalogue
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The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum’s Holocaust Encyclopedia Entries: 
- Culture in the Third Reich: Overview 
- “Degenerate” Art 
- Culture in the Third Reich: Disseminating the Nazi Worldview 

 
Additional Resources: 

- Smarthistory’s “Art in Nazi Germany” page 
- The Constitutional Rights Foundation’s curriculum on art in Nazi Germany 

 
7. Glossary 

 
Abstract: Abstract art is a form that does not try to represent an accurate depiction of a visual 
reality but instead uses shapes and colors to convey meaning.  
 
Aryan Race: A term used in Nazi Germany to refer to non-Jewish and non-Roma (Gypsy) 
Caucasians. Northern Europeans with especially "Nordic" features such as blonde hair and blue 
eyes were considered by so-called race scientists to be the most superior of Aryans, members 
of a "master race."  
 
Avant-Garde: New and unusual or experimental ideas, especially in the arts. Avant-garde 
artwork is usually not widely accepted when it is first introduced, as it challenges the “norms” of 
society and culture.  
 
Blitzkrieg: A strategy in war that utilizes weaponry such as armored tanks and air support to 
make fast and forceful attacks against enemies and win battles quickly. The Nazis used this in 
World War II to rapidly take down Poland, Norway, Belgium, Holland and France.  
 
Cubism: An early twentieth-century art movement that uses geometric shapes and objects to 
create meaning and depict scenes. Pablo Picasso was a notable pioneer of this movement. 
 
Dada: An art movement that started in Zurich, Switzerland during the first World War that used 
collage, cut-up writing, and other nontraditional art forms to create politically motivated art that 
did not follow rules of art.  
 
Degenerate Art (Entartete Kunst): Nazi’s description of art that was not “approved” by Nazi 
society. Degenerate art was defined by modern or abstract art styles, or any art created by 
Jewish or non-white artists. “Degenerate Art” also was the title of an exhibition, held by the 
Nazis in Munich in 1937. 
 
Expressionism: Artistic style in which an artist tries to bring out emotions through the work as 
opposed to making something look realistic.  
 
Gleichschaltung: The process of the Nazi party establishing total control and influence over 
Germany by controlling Germany’s media, education, economy, and all other aspects of society.  

https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/culture-in-the-third-reich-overview
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/degenerate-art-1
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/culture-in-the-third-reich-disseminating-the-nazi-worldview
https://smarthistory.org/art-in-nazi-germany/
https://www.crf-usa.org/bill-of-rights-in-action/bria-13-2-b-the-suppression-of-art-in-nazi-germany
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Great German Art Exhibition: An art exhibition put on in 1937 that showcased artwork that 
Hitler approved of. This artwork was done by white, Christian artists and the artwork was very 
traditional. Work that was presented in the exhibition was called “pure, German art” and was 
what the Nazi Party wanted German culture to embrace.  
 
Juxtapose: To place two or more different people, places, things, etc. side by side in order to 
compare them. 
 
Lebensraum: The belief that the German people were to expand into Eastern Europe, 
conquering and displacing the native Slavic and Baltic population to make room for the Aryan 
race. 
 
Ministry for Public Enlightenment and Propaganda: A government agency in Nazi Germany 
that utilized propaganda to spread Nazi ideology. This agency was led by Joseph Goebbels, 
one of Hitler’s most trusted and effective allies during his rise to power. 
 
Modern Art: Art created around the world from the 1860s to the 1970s that was marked by 
artists being more experimental with their work instead of following traditional art rules. Notable 
artists from this period include Vincent van Gogh, Pablo Picasso, Henri Matisse, Jackson 
Pollock, Frida Kahlo, Claude Monet, Salvador Dalí, and many others.  
 
National Socialist (Nazi) Party: A right-wing extremist political party that emerged in Munich 
after World War I. Adolf Hitler became party chairman in 1921. By 1933, the Nazis had seized 
control of the government after Adolf Hitler became Reich Chancellor, dissolved the German 
Parliament, and established a dictatorship that ruled until 1945.  
 
Persecute: The mistreatment of an individual or group by another individual or group because 
of race, gender, religion, or political views.  
 
Propaganda: Propaganda involves the spreading of information and ideas to influence an 
audience and further an agenda. Propaganda uses truths, half-truths and/or lies, as it selectively 
presents information in order to shape public opinion. 
 
Reichskulturkammer (The Reich Chamber of Culture): A government agency in Nazi 
Germany whose goal was to make German culture reflect Nazi ideals. This involved censoring 
German film, books, music, and other parts of culture that were not consistent with Nazi beliefs.  
 
Reich Ministry of Public Enlightenment and Propaganda: A Nazi government agency meant 
to enforce Nazi ideology. Headed by Reich Minister Joseph Goebbels, the role of the ministry 
was to centralize Nazi control of all aspects of German cultural and intellectual life.  
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Weimar Republic (1918-1933): The German government in power from the end of World War I 
until 1933 when Adolf Hitler was elected into office and his Nazi Party took over and turned 
Germany into an authoritative state. 


